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Introduction 
Why do we feel certain emotion when playing video games? When we play video games that we resonate 
with, it is not uncommon to hear about one falling in love with the plot, setting, or characters that populate 
the aforementioned. Here, an exploration into the context of ‘why’, in terms of ‘how’ is necessary, albeit 
the mechanics surrounding evocative play.  

On the opposite end of the spectrum, it is also significant to note psychological reasoning behind 
relationship forming between the player and the elements on the screen. To meet in the middle between the 
two reasonings will allow this question to be answered. 

With the growing saturation of the media form, it is of increasing importance that video games create a 
connection with its audience in order to become ‘successful’. A good game is one that establishes a 
relationship between itself and its players, in order that they feel obligated to invest in its elements. This 
research proposes that successful emotion is evoked thanks to said elements, as well as the personal 
perspective of the player. 
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Research Question 
“Why do feel levels of emotion when playing video games?” 

To outline the proposed’s experimental process: 

“A test group of twenty people will be involved. The test group is small considering the difficulty in 
porting the environment of testing, namely the VR headset and its accessories. Each subject will 
play a particular segment of game (controlled variable) four times: once normally, once with a 
timer on (logic), once with the VR headset (medium), and once in the dark (psychological). These 
are the independent variables. After each run through, the player will be evaluated on their 
personal scale of emotion from 1-10, as well as recorded on their heartbeat throughout (dependent 
variable). Irregularities in heart rate are a known sign of emotional change.” 

The game in question used for testing is the PS4 version of Resident Evil 7: Biohazard (Capcom, 2017), as 
it not only comes with a demo meaning that I am able to limit the play experience and repeat it easily, but it 
is completely portable to VR as well. 

Forms of quantification: 

• Rating system from 1-10 (1 being the least scary, 10 the most) 

• Heart rate immediately after a play through 

• Record of physical responses exhibited throughout gameplay and their corresponding events 
• Personal statement/comments after each play through 

Deviating slightly from the original submitted proposal, I subjected twenty people to playing through this 
experience three different ways. I removed the original play through without conditions for fear that an 
excessive amount of exposure to the content would desensitise the player to an extent and threaten the 
results of the experiment. Instead, I made testers play through the game ‘normally’ first in the dark as this 
was the closest to a regular game setting. I added to the psychological aspect by making headphones a 
parameter of the test, as sound is also responsible for triggering fears especially in a sensory isolated 
environment. 

Next, I made them play on a clearly visible timer to incite pressure. To add to this, I proposed that the 
candidates would be physically slapped hard and subjected to playing the test over and over again until 
success as a bonus motivator for finishing on time. In this situation, the lights were turned on and 
headphones taken out to allow the tester to focus more on the game and its augmentations. Punishments 
were not actually carried out and very few failed the test. 
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Finally, I made the testers play the game using a VR headset as I personally found it to be a separate 
experience in itself, not detracting from the overall feel of the game as it presented the content from a new 
perspective. Earphones were an obvious inclusion in this as they come standard with the experiential 
aspect. 

Again, I wanted to test whether an emotional response from video games is warranted from implemented 
mechanics, the medium in which it is delivered, or from the inherent flaws of the human condition.  

What I did however re-evaluate was the definition of the process by which I quantified results; I now 
realise this to be semi-inadequate. From further research into the field of recording emotional response 
(from consumer products or media beyond video games), the general consensus is that yes, a product is 
more likely to sell should it offer such consumer ‘fun’ or the ability to have an experience. This even goes 
so far as to categorise emotional response as “experiential, physiological, and behavioural,” (Mauss & 
Robinson, 2009) which I believe to be synonymous with the original medium, logic and psychological 
terms coined in the research framework. 

The same sources have all proposed ‘adequate’ measurement in similar ways: a polarising result. It appears 
to be universally recognised that the abstract (i.e. the lack of a substantial quantifier for relative concepts) 
on one hand is equally as veritable as the other of hard scientific results. The latter however encompasses 
micro reactions that involve processes well beyond my resources and time limit. Namely, these include but 
are not limited to: “Galvanic Skin Response”, or the measure of electrical current along the skin indication 
sweating as a byproduct of emotional response (Shimmer, 2015); EEGs where the tester is outfitted with 
headpieces that track electrical signals in the brain unit; and “Facial Coding” where the tester’s movement 
of eye flickering and mouth twitching are measured and dissected at a microscopic rate (Desmet, 2005). 
Truly, the only biometric measurement that I am able to quantify at this point is heart rate, although even 
this is recognised as valid, falling in the same category as Galvanic Skin Response.  

As an added form of measurement and augmentation to the final presentation, I wanted to record the 
reactions of willing participants and compare them side by side to each other. While looking great as a 
collage, it also allows me to track facial responses at the most surface level possible. Although this may 
seem mundane, it does give for an added justification for varying emotional response level. This has been 
done in addition to the personal comments provided by the tester post-experience.  
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‘Feeling Some Type of Play’ 
Transdisciplinary Inquiry 
Privacy and Consent Form 

(ALL PARTICIPANTS WERE GIVEN THIS FORM TO READ AND SIGN) 

Name: _________________________________________________________________________________ 

This research project involves the exploration of the player’s emotional experience when play video games. 
It’s goal is to pinpoint the cause of emotional invocation, whether it stems from a logical aspect (its 
framework created from a developer standpoint), its playability perspective (the medium in which it is 
handled), or the psychological standpoint of the audience (an abstraction of ‘appeal’). 

Each subject will play a particular segment of game a number of times under different conditions. After each 
run through, the player will be evaluated on their personal scale of emotion from 1-10, as well as recorded on 
their heartbeat and comments on questions.  

One condition will be that the player use a Virtual Reality headset, which has possible side-effects that 
include, but are not limited to: headaches, dizziness, sickness. Should the subject experience discomfort or 
nausea of any kind, they are entitled to pull out from the study. 

By signing this agreement, the party consents to the aforementioned information being used for the sole 
purpose of the study stated; i.e. the recorded data will be kept private and secure and will not be distributed 
to third parties of any kind. 

Specific information will be kept for the duration of the study (till Friday 9th June), but comments may be 
retained for anonymous usage in future works.  

I agree to the terms above and understand the risks associated with the study. I understand and 
consent to the private usage of my information for the intended purpose only. 

_____________________________________     ________________ 
SIGNATURE         DATE  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Content 
For each candidate surveyed, a serious of questions were asked in order to garner opinions and related 
commentary. Of course, these were not definitive and acted more as a guideline; the questions evolved 
from this base and varied between subjects to garner a deeper insight, as each interpreted the content 
differently. 

Psychological (Dark + Headphones) 

• How would you rate the game experience out of ten in terms of scare factor? 
• What made you give this rating? 

• What kind of emotions did you feel playing through the game? 

• Did you feel as though playing this in the dark factored in your rating and why? 

• Did you feel as though playing the game with headphones factored in your rating and why? 

Logical (Timer + Punishment) 

• Assuming you hadn’t played the game previously, how would you rate the game experience out of ten in 
terms of scare factor? 

• What made you give this rating? 
• What kind of emotions did you feel playing through the game? 

• Does the rating primarily reflect the content of the game itself, or rather the presence of a timer/
punishment system? 

• Are there feelings experienced during this run through that differed from your first play through? 
• Do you feel that the timer/punishment system took away from the narrative/immersion into the game? 

• Would you say that this was a positive or negative emotion? 

Experiential (Virtual reality headset) 
• Assuming you hadn’t played the game previously, how would you rate the game experience out of ten in 

terms of scare factor? 

• What made you give this rating? 

• What kind of emotions did you feel playing through the game? 
• Did you feel that playing with the VR headset was more or less immersive than the first experience? 

• Did this affect the scare factor of the experience? How? 

Final Thoughts 

• Which experience overall did you feel was the scariest and why? 
• Which experience did you feel the most emotional response towards? 

• Which experience made you feel more invested in the narrative? 

• Of all three play throughs, which would you recommend to someone looking for the ‘total package’ of 
experience when playing a horror game and why?  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Test Results 

Results #1

VR overall recommendation: more freedom to look around, presence in game world, good balance between 
reality and game world, still has control because able to react humanlike. 

Results #2

VR overall scariest: realism of graphics, blocking out of external items, compounding of visual/aural senses, 
motion is more realistic, most emotional connection, able to hone in on narrative as directly interacting with 
the situation. Game is scarier when you're immersed in the narrative. Noted difference in response rate: not 
only creating in your head, but body is reacting alongside it. 

Tester #1 Name: Meggy Age: 15 Gender: F Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 7.5 120bpm recoiling, self-reassurance, 
covering eyes

dark didn't necessarily make it scarier, 
earphones made it scary because from own 
perspective, scariest

Timer 5 100bpm jaw tensing, anxious, pressure byproduct made it 
negative, BECAUSE goal was presented

VR 8 120bpm physical recoiling from 
onscreen phenomena (e.g. 
moths), squealed

because it was more realistic, it made feel 
more control (yet vulnerable at the same 
time which creates a dichotomy of 
emotion); versus #1 where you are unsure 
due to limited field of vision, thrilling

Tester #2 Name: Rafael Age: 47 Gender: M Consent: 

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 6/10 110bpm eyes wide, talking to self, 
tense jaw, giggling

dark don't know whats lurking, scared of 
unknown/unseen, emulated what was on 
screen, earphones made him feel was in 
the moment, ambient music sets mood

Timer 3/10 90bpm eyes flickering to timer, tensed 
jaw, vigilant movements, 
arching neck as if trying to 
move faster

excited, under time pressure, game 
because there is a goal, challenge, positive 
because you knew you had a chance, 
assuming fair allowing, encourages 
streamline play

VR 8/10 120bpm recoiling, mouth wide open, 
verbal exclamation, erratic 
movements

more realistic, actually moving head, feels 
like in the game, isolated senses, graphics 
feel real and closer (almost like you can 
touch it)
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Results #3

Recommends Timer and VR mix (primarily Timer); time limit (in terms of both challenge and punishment) 
for presence of a goal, while VR for immediate engagement and reaction. For a ‘real gamer’ an emotional 
high requires both; a regular person would only need one. A combination of all three would give the greatest 
rounded emotional response. Didn't even realise it was played in the light second time (i.e. dynamics 
distracted rendered environment useless). Overall anger. 

Results #4 

Experienced gamer - overall recommendation/would play again: VR due to realism of situation, gives an 
overall rounded impactful experience. Specifically as a horror game, thus wants the most out of their 
experience. Feels close to experience, particularly as not bound by the constraints of the TV. 

Tester #3 Name: Mary Age: 46 Gender: F Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 9/10 140bpm verbal exclamations, wild 
physical movements, 
swearing, wide-eyed, leaning 
into screen

darkness engulfs you, because game was 
also dark added to eeriness, adds to 
immersion, earphones made everything too 
close and seem personal, invasive of 
personal space

Timer 10/10 110bpm tensed jaw, verbal commentary 
to screen, mouth wide open, 
noticeably quieter

timer made want to finish quicker, didn’t 
want to face punishment, higher urgency, 
thrill, negative, didn't want to replay

VR 10/10 140bpm self-affirmation, shaking, 
screaming, recoiling, leg 
shivers, swearing

looks real, like you're there, hyper-
immersed, bad dreams, feels real, feels like 
its actually you playing through it (as 
movement is more inclusive), feel sad, 

Tester #4 Name: Miro Age: 18 Gender: M Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 7/10 110bpm poised posture, mouth wide 
open, swearing under breath, 
exclamation, fake crying, 
wide-eyed

darkness is surrounding making 
atmosphere creepy, scared of dark, 
compounds with on screen experience, fits 
well with theme of game, felt 
uncomfortable

Timer 4/10 100bpm stone-faced, tense jaw mouth 
wide open, celebratory pose 
on finish

pressured to finish game, scared of 
punishment versus actual content of game, 
didn’t think about the story as much or 
what was happening, rushed through so 
had time to explore places

VR 9/10 140bpm verbal exclamation, recoiling 
from ‘screen’, swearing, 
protesting

extremely realistic, immersed within 
content, leaves a lasting feeling, still had a 
scare factor even if viewed last
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Results #5

Suspenseful, ready for a scare. Narrative is scarier is easier to relate to; sets the scene, makes you imagine 
real life. VR scariest as it feels most realistic, even if it is the final one, assumed something different might 
happen. Recommend VR: difference between playing a game and living an experience - anyone can play a 
game. 

Results #6 

Immersion direct correlation to scariness - actually walking through  (more than first two times). VR scariest 
(overall better experience). VR recommended: could see more, graphics seems better (see details), appreciate 
work and art. Wouldn’t personally play it - way too scary. 

Tester #5 Name: Jordan Age: 19 Gender: F Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 7/10 120bpm physical exclamation, 
affirmations of fear, sinking 
into seat, wide eyed, worried 
look on face, swearing , heavy 
breathing, jumping

scares with dark and headphones, right in 
ears, blockage of other senses makes it 
realistic

Timer 4/10 100bpm tense jaw, looking down to 
timer, poised, more focussed

motivated for goal, distracted from 
narrative, pressure is positive makes you 
for it, motivates (e.g. levels amen you want 
to progress)

VR 9/10 140bpm aural exclamation, jumping, 
swearing, jittering, shaking, 
recoiling

felt like actually in it, creepy, magic circle 
(right in there), actual person, connection 
to character on screen, controller reminds 
you its just a game 

Tester #6 Name: Anna Age: 20 Gender: F Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 7/10 120bpm pursed lips, frowning, tense 
jaw, talking to self, recoiling 
from light (squinting), nervous 
laughing, exclamation, 
sighing, eye covering

expected more, creepy atmosphere, scared 
to do stuff, all buildups, angry at 
characters, scarier in the dark, personally 
scared of dark, situated so close, senses are 
isolated, earphones thrown into it, lighting 
matches in game, immersion with POV of 
character, noise cancelling would be better

Timer 3/10 90bpm urgent movements, angry at 
screen because characters are 
slow, eyes flicking to timer, 
tense posture

time pressure more focussed on finish than 
narrative, kept looking at timer, removed 
from immersion, light and no headphones, 
didn't have time to explore or look around, 
cant appreciate, gave a different 
experience, distracts from scary

VR 9/10 110bpm aural speaking, swearing, cry 
noises,

graphics were so good, sound made it 
scary (right in ear), saw things didn't see 
before, feel more invested, more lit, field 
of vision greater, see around you 
(peripheral)
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Results #7 

Experienced game player. Felt like they were constantly flicking eyes to timer. Recommend VR because you 
can look around, see everything, wider field of vision. Invested in the VR story. 

Results #8

Experienced gamer. Recommend VR - brings different experience; not a just a normal game, feel if the 
character is scared or not, sounds you hear are realistic, makes you want replay game. 

Tester #7 Name: Angelo Age: 15 Gender: M Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 6/10 110bpm wide eyed, intense eye contact, 
aural exclamation

scary music and visuals. scarier in the 
dark, by yourself, scarier on headphones 
could hear everything (ambient and 
effects)

Timer 3/10 130bpm poised, eyes flicking to timer, 
erratic movement, impatience, 
tense body posture, rapid eye 
movement

heart pumping fast as had to rush, 
challenges brings something new to 
regular gameplay, positive experience, 
nervous (didn’t want punishment)

VR 8/10 130bpm wide mouthed, gasps, feels like actual character, real life, 
scariest, scarier than first because weren't 
looking at a screen

Tester #8 Name: Sage Age: 19 Gender: M Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 6/10 120bpm shivering, verbal protest, 
recoiling, leaning into screen

scary, felt consumed by darkness, still felt 
a sense of comfort as someone else was in 
room

Timer 3.5/10 100bpm eyes flicking down to timer, 
tense body posture, clenched 
jaw, aggression towards 
characters, frustration, “GO 
OMG”,

wasn't as scary as a normal game, didn't 
feel immersed, in the light no earphones, 
surroundings play a part, senses are being 
used = scary/interacting with surroundings, 
addition of timer made want to move 
faster, bust still scarier as it gives false 
hope of scarier things, pressured, couldn't 
feel the experience (rushed), made it less 
scarier, positive personally as made think 
of other factors (senses)

VR 7/10 150bpm nervous laughter, jumpy, 
erratic head movements, heavy 
breathing, sharp inhalation, 
swearing

seemed as if they were there, not realistic 
enough (know that its game), vs 1 allows 
you to feel like you're in the characters 
position, see what they're seeing not just 
on the screen, involves physicality, 
presence behind felt
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Results #9 

Experienced gamer. Both gave different feels: VR gave what makers wanted you to feel; timer when you've 
played a game, you make up your own challenges to make game interesting - beyond playing game (meta) 
make a game in a game. VR gives different: games are traditionally watching on screen never in game, VR 
helps do that, deeper than VR, scariest. 

Results #10 

Experienced gamer. Enjoyed playing VR despite low scare score, can understand, can get more detail/
information vs timer just easily glance through and ignore characters. Experience is better vs challenges of 
game (again intention of game), i.e. CONTEXT. Recommend through experience/time limit side. 

Tester #9 Name: Gabby Age: 19 Gender: M Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 6.5/10 110bpm screaming, verbal protest, 
mouth wide open, eyes wide

scary, isolated, ominous feeling like 
something is behind him, almost feel like 
screen translates to real life

Timer 4/10 90bpm leaning into screen, 
frustration, aggressive actions 
in-game, tense jaw, poised 
posture, groaning, tapping leg, 
questioning self

creepy, focus is different (its not to get 
through it, its to pas as fast as you can), 
ignore sound/environment, challenged, 
wasn't as enjoyable as didn't play the game 
for its purpose (not what game is intended 
for)

VR 8/10 130bpm talking to self, sharp 
inhalation, self-affirmation, 
swearing, reclining, mouth 
wide open

seems real, VR made it seem like you were 
there vs screen, screen would not be as 
scary, senses are contained, option to look 
away, scared, anxious, nervous, in shoes of 
character, uncomfortable 

Tester #10 Name: Sergio Age: 17 Gender: M Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 3/10 100bpm general nervousness, nothing 
too great

earphones don’t highlight scary noises, 
darkness is okay

Timer 1.5/10 120bpm verbal frustrations, erratic 
character movement, trying to 
skip through narrative, no 
reaction to dialogue searches 
area due to rushing through, 
angriness, eyes flick down to 
timer, gulping

concentrated more than worried, wanting 
to try to move on before timer runs out, 
added another level, not just follow 
through, not focussing on narrative, just 
end, positive/negative changes on intention 
of game (removes scary experience), 
punishment motivated to finish the game

VR 3/10 100bpm nervous laughing, unsureness, 
tense posture, looking behind 
making sure coast is clear, 
inspecting smaller objects, 
verbal protest, erratic player 
movement

expectations from genre upfront let down, 
VR makes you feel like you're in the game, 
screen is less realistic, immersion, 
earphones add to this - listening on TV 
feels like you're listening into the world vs 
room
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Results #11 

Overall recommendation VR as gives more realistic response. Emotional impact is incredibly high as the 
circumstances bring themselves to life and feels as though a presence is actually in room.  

Results #12 

Overall recommendation: VR as most realistic. Circumstances relative to context and in a horror sense, timer 
is detrimental. However does acknowledge dark as although not as immersive, more relaxing especially in 
extended periods of time. Autonomy enhances feeling of being scared. 

Tester #11 Name: Leo Age: 21 Gender: M Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 7/10 130bpm swearing in a scared fashion, 
jumping, jittery, leg shaking, 
verbal protests, whitefaces

extremely scary, paranoid, spooky, mostly 
‘ahh’, didn't like the experience as it felt 
too close to home, especially with sound 
right in ears

Timer 4/10 110bpm swearing in annoyed fashion, 
overall quieter

scariness comes from possibilities of not 
meeting goal, 

VR 8/10 140bpm mouth wide open, swearing, 
verbal protests, shivering even 
after experience

even more scared than normal, felt 
extremely uncomfortable and paranoid as 
if something is lurking behind, headset 
brings life to visuals which seem 
somewhat realistic in normal context

Tester #12 Name: Michelle Age: 20 Gender: F Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 8/10 120bpm invested in screen, recoiling at 
bright lights, nervous reactions

dark would have a sense of immersion, 
headphones are semi-realistic but could be 
surround sound to be more realistic, 
personally headphones are uncomfortable 
so didn't have an effect but did highlight 
awareness that it was a game

Timer 6/10 110bpm eyes constantly flicking down 
to timer, swearing, leaning 
into screen, general distaste

didn’t make game scarier but did make it 
stressful, timer takes away from scariness 
of game, constantly taken out of game to 
check timer, not ‘experience game’

VR 10/10 150bpm wide mouthed, swearing, 
recoiling, looking behind 
shoulder

scariest, most realistic, most immersive, 
feel as though present in the situation, 
although general distaste for VR headsets
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Results #13 

Overall recommendation dark as it provided the most emotional scare, although clear that this is probably 
largely based on bias. Thinks that good scares prey on natural fears and the addition of technology is cool but 
not at the level where it gives much over regular feeling of media on screen. 

Results #14 

Personal perspective want to play with timer as don’t like dark. Overall recommendation depends on context 
as people want different things out of gameplay. Spooky experience go for VR.  

Tester #13 Name: Gena Age: 19 Gender: F Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 9/10 120bpm verbal protest, squealing, 
squinty eyes, looking away, 
shaking in seat

personally scared of dark so feel personal 
bias added to already scary game, 
headphones makes experience realistic and 
close to home

Timer 4/10 90bpm intense staring, leaned 
forward, neck is poised 
outward

felt on edge with time pressure, pressure is 
‘scary’ because of possible punishment, 
but in sense of being stressed to finish

VR 6/10 130bpm swearing, erratic looking 
around, confusion, screaming

extremely realistic even though original 
game graphics did not seem that real, sense 
of immersion but this was almost a turn-off 
because jittery mechanics detracted from 
gameplay

Tester #14 Name: Noel Age: 52 Gender: M Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 6/10 100bpm constant looking around, 
swearing, verbal protests

spooked, feel like something is behind, 
incites paranoia, looking around, 
headphones enhances scariness as more 
realistic, support immersion

Timer 2/10 90bpm silent, invested in action on 
screen, visibility less fearless 
but more nervous action

take away from scariness (within 
situation), not worried about game, 
worried about punishment and finishing in 
time, not a fan of fear so positive 
experience, translates to stress

VR 9/10 120bpm vocal, screaming, swearing, 
physical recoiling, looking 
behind, heightened paranoia

immersive, feel slightly nauseous in the 
medium, adds to feeling as a byproduct
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Results #15 

VR overall recommendation, as found it the most scary experience. Did not enjoy playing but appreciates the 
use of VR for enhancing game experience.  

Results #16 

Dark overall recommended as fearful of the dark like most humans, implies human condition and natural 
affinity to fear. Again, VR’s effectiveness is in relation to context but this time in the media present versus 
just genre of game. 

Tester #15 Name: Jeannie Age: 45 Gender: F Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 9/10 130bpm screaming, copious swearing, 
verbal exclamations, 
physicality, wide-eyed, 
squinting

ominous feeling around as if someone was 
waiting to pounce, distaste for entire thing

Timer 6/10 120bpm vocal frustration, tensed jaw, 
verbal commentary to screen, 
mouth wide open

timer made want to finish quicker, didn’t 
want to face punishment, higher urgency, 
thrill, negative, didn't want to replay

VR 10/10 140bpm even louder swearing self-
affirmation, shaking, 
screaming, attempting to recoil 
from screen

long lasting effects as feels too real, verbal 
distaste, nightmares, more scared as felt 
like character in the game

Tester #16 Name: Roy Age: 48 Gender: M Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 8/10 130bpm questioning, erratic player 
movements, verbal distaste, 
eyes flicking around room

scary, dark was enveloping, felt paranoid 
all throughout playing the game, dark 
factored into rating as it played on natural 
fears, headphones added to this, felt like 
listening to actual sounds

Timer 5/10 100bpm eyes flicking down to timer, 
noticeable quieter, leaning into 
screen

rating not reflective of game as judges it 
on different criteria to what timer aspect 
provides, still scary in sense of added 
pressure, changes outlook of game

VR 7/10 100bpm amazement, physical recoiling, 
verbal reaction, nausea, 
nervous laughter

still scary despite playing it before, 
however feels overwhelming for the 
purpose, perhaps better used in other 
media as games aren’t necessarily about 
living but playing
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Results #17 

Same as previous tester, felt that dark preyed on emotional fears. Felt like viewing it on screen felt 
voyeuristic, as if looking through a specific viewer lens. Added to sense of creepiness which was interesting 
as actual scene played is being watched by the player. Recommended dark as overall experience. 

Results #18 

Experienced gamer. Recommends VR as gives a new experience to a genre which may seem tired and 
overdone. Creates another layer of experience and excitement through unpredictability of technology and 
new frontiers it poses. 

Tester #17 Name: Cookie Age: 42 Gender: F Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 9/10 140bpm screaming, shivering, eyes 
closing

didn’t like experience, scared of the dark, 
constantly felt like something was going to 
jump out of screen because was in the dark 
as well, headphones definitely added to 
this

Timer 8/10 130bpm eyes flicking down to timer, 
tense jaw, eyes wide, focussed 
demeanour

wasn’t as invested in the game but more so 
gameplay, despite being same narrative 
didn’t feel scared which was empowering 
because was able to go through

VR 9/10 120bpm flailing, screaming, recoiling 
from bright scenes

terrifying and extremely real, felt as 
though in the game itself, as blinders were 
on forgot about real world

Tester #18 Name: Liam Age: 12 Gender: M Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 6/10 120bpm squealing, verbal reaction, 
heavy physical movement 
(including character on screen) 

scary playing in the dark and with 
headphones, he is scared of the dark, didn’t 
know what was coming so created strong 
feeling of suspense and expectation

Timer 2/10 90bpm eyes wide, focussed on screen, 
jittery, laughing with 
excitement

rush of adrenaline motivated to finish 
game, felt excited to rise to challenge as 
knew that he would achieve the given goal 
(builds on assumption as experienced 
gamer)

VR 7/10 110bpm nervous laughter, squealing, 
jarring recoil at scary scenes, 
increased player movement

felt dizzy which may affect feelings about 
game, made subpar graphics look and feel 
more real
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Results #19 

Recommends the Dark as overall experience as did not complete VR. Explains that VR is too scary and may 
encourage people to not play game. Dark is good in between.  

Results #20 

Experienced gamer. VR overall recommendation, although understands that context of the game is factor in 
decision. Recommends strictly on the given context as it enhances the feeling of horror gameplay and gives 
the best feeling of fear and anxiety across the board.  

Tester #19 Name: Aya Age: 8 Gender: F Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 8/10 120bpm eyes half closed, screaming, 
signs of paranoia

spooky and eerie environment, feel 
paranoid

Timer 6/10 110bpm eyes flicking down to timer, 
aggression/frustration, 
nervousness as timer ran out

didn’t actually finish in time, felt nervous 
at the prospect of a punishment, 

VR 7/10 120bpm verbal protest, screaming extremely realistic and so did not 
complete, made game too scary

Tester #20 Name: Daniel Age: 18 Gender: M Consent: Y

Playtest Scare/10 Heart-rate Physical reactions Comments

Dark 4/10 100bpm squealing, aural noise disappointed by narrative, acknowledges 
the dark as being immersive (as well as 
addition of headphones), although still 
aware of boundary of screen

Timer 2/10 90bpm total silence, intense 
concentration, poised, straight 
posture

game itself felt boring but mechanic adds a 
sense of excitement that lasts longer than 
an environmental perspective

VR 5/10 110bpm “this is cool”, calm when 
moving

most immersive medium and makes 
unrealistic game seem realistic, close to 
real life
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Conclusion 
• VR has most overall recommendations under question: “What would you recommend for gamers looking 

for an overall experience?” 

• 75% VR / 20% Dark / 5% Timer 
• VR caused highest average heart rate among testers (3sf) 

• 130bpm VR / 119 bpm Dark / 104 bpm Timer  

• VR rated scariest by players (2sf) 

• 7.9/10 VR / 7.0/10 Dark / 6.1/10 Timer 
• In both instances, females averaged a higher demonstration of being ‘scared’ with a higher rate rate and 

scare rating (i.e. implies a gender connection to emotion response) 

• Females 121bpm (3sf), 7.5/10 (2sf) 

• Males 112bpm (3sf), 5.4/10 (2sf) 

The overall gauge is that an experiential method of playing a game generates a the greatest emotion 
response. In relation to the question, “Why do we feel levels of emotions when playing video games?”, it can 
be answered as “due to the context we play these games in.” We can assume that from the results 
(particularly from the comments made by testers) that a higher level of emotion is produced when when one 
plays a game in VR because it feels ‘real’. Again, as a few testers have commented, this is relative to the 
intention of the developer and should be thus taken in contest. Although, the general consensus points to VR 
as an overall success story as it brings the player closer to the environment of the game through the term 
‘immersion’ which again was brought up by a number of testers. 

Signs of fear exhibited on play throughs were also relative to the context that the game was taken in and 
also the amount of ‘scariness’ gauged by their relative scores.  

Immersion is defined as being “engrossed; absorbed” (Immerse, n.d.). Perhaps then this study validates 
Alsever’s (2016) relation of the VR headset to an empathy machine in which emotional levels are at a high 
because the player feels a particular connection inconceivable through the other highlighted states. 

Isolating the greatest contributor to video game emotional levels is key to developers looking for the greatest 
response to video games, particularly those looking to create an experiential environment. What many testers 
brought up was that dynamic changes (in the form of the timer and punishment incentive) detracted from 
their ability to appreciate the game, which was highlighted in stark contrast to their original initial play 
through where they were able to explore more and saturate themselves with their new surroundings. A 
vocalised distaste was sounding as the game for the testers no longer became a past-time, but a personal 
challenge. Again, this brings into question the context of the game’s intention, but highlights another form of 
emotional response that may want to be specifically brought out. 
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The results of this study are not definitive in saying that all games must be created in VR to produce the 
greatest level of emotional response, but does give ‘food for thought’ in the creation of a game. To respond 
arbitrarily, an effective blend of the logical, psychological and medium is key to producing a game where 
players respond at the greatest level, particularly in a day and age where it is not uncommon to isolate a 
singular factor for the sake of streamlined gameplay.  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Artefact
The artefact posted on my digital portfolio is 
an infographic presenting the experiment’s 
findings in a clear and concise way.  

I decided to create a visual artefact 
considering its simple port to web-based 
media. The design is elongated lengthwise 
following the theme of my digital portfolio, 
allowing the user to easily scroll down 
seamlessly. Regardless, it retains a clean 
presentation. 

It is also the easiest to understand content-
wise since the topic itself is slightly 
convoluted with abstract concept and 
personal bias. Since Resident Evil 7: 
Biohazard is a zombie game, I chose to create 
graphics that drew on the theme, but toned it 
down for general audience viewing. The 
colours follow a muted scheme, with each 
image being extremely colour-blocked.  

The infographic is attached here. 
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Improvements 
There are a number of improvements the could be made to this study to allow it to garner a more substantial 
outcome, although the extent of deviation is something that is probably not momentous. 

While VR was the clear frontrunner in all categories, the sample size was relatively small which meant that 
percentages calculated were exaggerated. A single person choosing to recommend a game based on the 
logical front amounted to 5% which seems a fairly large number in the grand scheme of things.  

There was also a lack of age range, with the testers grouping around certain brackets which may have biased 
the testing slightly. Considering the numbers, the demographics were primarily mid to late teenagers and 
somewhat older parents. It would be interesting to see how filling in the gaps (i.e. younger viewers (of which 
only one was included) and young adults) would change the overall results. 

A small part of me wishes I could have also used proper equipment to scientifically monitor ‘emotional 
reaction’ instead of eyeballing it or taking personal opinion sprinkled with bias, but time and resources 
definitely would not allow this.  

Undoubtedly, VR would probably still trump over all other categories taking into account the freshness of the 
the technology and clear departure from other conventional media; in itself, it carries an edge in the way it 
invites users into the unknown. 

The test would be interesting to conduct with a different game such as Driveclub (Evolution Studios, 2014) 
which focusses on driving mechanics and the challenge aspect versus the experience. This potentially could 
skew viewers towards enjoying a logical based aspect versus the VR, as some mentioned that the context of 
the game would change their opinions. Reflecting back, the use of ‘scariness’ could also be better defined as 
the word connotes a bias and changes between personal interpretation.  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